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colour controlscolour controls
the colour restoration of buildings the colour restoration of buildings 

requires scientific investigation of the requires scientific investigation of the 
actual finishesactual finishes

the control of the control of colourcolour in a conservation area in a conservation area 
requires an understanding of normal safe requires an understanding of normal safe 

practice (and risks a bland result)practice (and risks a bland result)



‘Wardlow’, 114 Park Drive, Parkville, 1888
Miles Lewis



sources of informationsources of information

the available colour illustrations are only general guidesthe available colour illustrations are only general guides

the available individual investigations tend to be biased the available individual investigations tend to be biased 
towards upper market practicetowards upper market practice

most painters mixed their own colours: readymost painters mixed their own colours: ready--mixed mixed 
colours and published colour cards are earlier in the USA colours and published colour cards are earlier in the USA 
and provide some guidance, but tend to give a richer and and provide some guidance, but tend to give a richer and 
wider range than was used in Australia (perhaps because wider range than was used in Australia (perhaps because 

there were more pretentious timber buildings there)there were more pretentious timber buildings there)

the commonest and cheapest colours tended to be based the commonest and cheapest colours tended to be based 
upon natural earths, as in artistupon natural earths, as in artist’’s watercolours s watercolours –– umber, umber, 

ochre &cochre &c



general considerationsgeneral considerations

stuccoed or cemented walls invariably aim for a stuccoed or cemented walls invariably aim for a 
light stone colourlight stone colour

timber and iron were more richly colouredtimber and iron were more richly coloured

commonly they were consistent: commonly they were consistent: egeg all the iron all the iron 
one colour, all the timber anotherone colour, all the timber another

verandahverandah roofs tended to be striped in gay roofs tended to be striped in gay 
colours like those of canvas roofscolours like those of canvas roofs

main roofs were rarely paintedmain roofs were rarely painted



the former Hahndorff's Commercial Hotel, Maldon, 1867
Miles Lewis



shops, east side of Main Street, Maldon, 1897, altered. 

shops, east side of Main Street, Maldon, 1897, altered
Miles Lewis



Dabb's Store, Maldon, 1859 and 1886
Miles Lewis



detailed selection of coloursdetailed selection of colours

Victorian exterior colours lacked the purity and clarity Victorian exterior colours lacked the purity and clarity 
available todayavailable today

some colours were fugitive, and were used only some colours were fugitive, and were used only 
internallyinternally

some colours were many times more expensive than some colours were many times more expensive than 
others, and used only in luxury workothers, and used only in luxury work

iron oxide (Indian red) was used as a general paint iron oxide (Indian red) was used as a general paint 
colour, a metal primer, a colour for red mortar, and a colour, a metal primer, a colour for red mortar, and a 

wash for red brick surfaceswash for red brick surfaces

the colour range was vastly extended during the later the colour range was vastly extended during the later 
nineteenth century by aniline dyesnineteenth century by aniline dyes



the National Trust paint bulletinthe National Trust paint bulletin

what colours were commonly used for walls, for detail, 
and for roofs?

how much accuracy is required?

how do you translate a historic colour into one now 
available commercially? 



a slightly off 
colour scheme

22 Drummond 
Street, Carlton, 

1872

Miles Lewis



form of the National Trust bulletinform of the National Trust bulletin

ten ranges of colour

three locations:  walls; joinery & signwriting; 
roofs

formal specification in Munsell colour system

appendix of commercially available colours



Trichromatic colour system



detail of the 
Trichromatic

colour
system



the Munsell hue circle

examples

5R is the central 
red

5Y is the central 
yellow

5YR (or orange) 
lies between

Red ranges from 
0R to 10R, which is 
the same as 0YR

Yellow Red ranges 
from 0YR to 10YR, 
which is the same 

as 0Y



the Munsell variables

hue
[colour] 

circumferentially

chroma
[strength]
Vertically

value
[lightness]
verically





Munsell pages 2.5RP and 10YR
Munsell Book of Colour: Glossy Finish Collection, Removable Samples in Two Binders (2 vols, New York 1966)



Munsell page 2.5 RP, with 
1.25RP 4/12 and 2.5 RP 

4/12 separated

view 
detail of the two chips



Munsell page 2.5Y 
with one chip 

misplaced



detail of 
Munsell

page 2.5Y 
with one 

chip 
misplaced.

2.5YR 6/6 
has been 
replaced 
by 10 R 

6/6



Munsell chips

left 10YR 8/8;  centre 2.5Y 8/8;  right 5Y 8/8



448 Broome Street, NY, by F C Withers, 1877: elevation, locations of 
samples, and layers at one sample point

P W Hawkes, 'Paints for Architectural Cast Iron', APT Bulletin, XI, 1 (1979), pp 26-7



59 Arden St, North Melbourne (now at South Melbourne), 
paint scrape by cratering, on corrugated iron

Miles Lewis



Paint chip mounted in 
paraffin wax, using a 

plastic tube
Miles Lewis



binocular 
microscope with 

camera attachment 
and tungsten light 

source

Miles Lewis



microscope view of paint sample in paraffin wax
Miles Lewis



sample with render (bottom), a limewash and a red lead
Donald Ellsmore



A

B

C

D

paint samples
C L Perrault, 'Techniques Employed at the North Atlantic Historic Preservation Center for the Sampling and Analysis of Historic 

Architectural Paints and Finishes', APT Bulletin, X, 2 (1978), pp 14-35



Johnston's 
Kalsomine 

advertisement, 
1881 

(Ilsley Doubleday & 
Co, Australian and 

New Zealand 
agents)

George Wright, Wright's 
Australian and American 

Commercial Directory (New 
York 1881), pp 8-9



Johnston's 
Kalsomine 

advertisement
detail of 

fresco paints



Johnston's Kalsomine advertisement 
paints for borders &c



Black Rock House, Ebden Avenue, Sandringham, c1856
Miles Lewis



Black Rock House
detail showing a 
strip of sand on 
brick wall after 

removal of partition

Miles Lewis



Black Rock House
a sanded board retrieved from the wall cavity

Miles Lewis



Black Rock House: detail of sand and paint
Miles Lewis



Darwin Court House and Police Station, by J G Knight
condition after Cyclone Tracy

Miles Lewis



Darwin Court House, 
detail of the rendered 

surface behind a 
former verandah post

Miles Lewis



unpainted unpainted 
surfacessurfaces



'Barwon Park', Winchelsea, by Davidson & Henderson, c 1869-70
Miles Lewis



Barwon Park, interior
Miles Lewis



Barwon Park, 
interior detail of 
Keene’s cement 

work

Miles Lewis



wallpaperwallpaper



wallpaper
is always stripped by a good tradesman before 

repapering

may survive in fragments under sconce light fittings, 
over door pediments &c

is likely to survive more extensively in a humbler building 
where it has been laid over fabric, and layers allowed to 

accumulate

is best removed together with the underlying fabric, 
where applicable, and then soaked apart

otherwise can be soaked off the wall

usually only modern papers require stripper



wallpaper traps
samples will include deceptive layers of lining paper –

plain paper, newspaper, spare or spare wallpaper 
(sometimes face down)

sometimes the printed design transfers wholly or 
partly from the face of one sheet to the rear of the next

some papers c 1890-1920 are so thin that they seem 
like little more than a slimy layer when wet, though 

when dried out their appearance may be largely 
recovered

it is easy to get confused, so lay each separate piece 
on plain paper face up and number it immediately



thirteen layers of wallpaper, steamed apart, from the 
Nathan Beers house, Fairfield, Connecticut, USA

Cooper-Hewitt Museum, 1960-211-1 A-M



Vaucluse House', 
Sydney, as 

completed c 1840, 
possibly by M W 

Lewis: hand painted 
paper in the 

drawing room

Miles Lewis



Royal wallpaper 
factory, France, in 

an aquatint by 
Moette, 1789

Véronique de 
Brugniac, Le Papier 
Peint (Paris 1995), p 

63



Royal wallpaper factory: detail of 'Peintres, Dessinateurs at Graveurs'

De Brugniac, Papier Peint, p 31.



wallpaper printing cylinder from the Zuber factory, Rixheim, Alsace, 
early C20th, from the Musée des Arts Décoratifs, Paris

De Brugniac, Papier Peint, p 76



'Mintaro', Monegeetta, wallpaper circle below a gas sconce fitting
Miles Lewis





'Ontario' 
('Labassa'), 5 

Manor 
Grove, 

Caulfield, 
remodelled

by J A B 
Koch, 1890

view of 
trompe l'oeil

staircase 
ceiling

Victoria Hammond, 
Labassa: a Grand 
Victorian Mansion
[brochure] (East 

Melbourne 2004), p 
28



‘Ontario’: corner of staircase ceiling before restoration, and 
detail of the  frieze at the corner

Miles Lewis



‘Ontario’ stair well:  view of filler paper and frieze
Miles Lewis



‘Ontario’, frieze and mildew
Miles Lewis



‘Ontario’, filler and mildew
Miles Lewis



8 Glenelg St, Portland, c 1854: 
rear or north view. ML 2004.
wall fabric, possibly Indian 

muslin, front sw room

Miles Lewis



Les Sauvages de la Mer Pacifique', design by Jean-Gabriel Charvet, manufactured by 
Dufour & Cie, 1804-5: panel 1. Australian National Gallery, Canberra



Les Sauvages de la Mer Pacifique
Australian National Gallery, Canberra



‘Clairville’, Western Junction, Tasmania 1830s
Miles Lewis



‘Clairville’
vestibule

Miles Lewis



‘Clairville’ vestibule
Miles Lewis



‘Clairville’ vestibule
Miles Lewis



‘Clairville’ vestibule: detail of chimney breast
Miles Lewis



‘Clairville’
vestibule
detail of 

wallpaper

Miles Lewis



‘Clairville’ vestibule: detail of wallpaper
Miles Lewis



'Passage des Détroits' or 'Cérémonie Turque' 
Odile Nouvel-Kammerer, French Scenic Wallpaper 1795-1865 (Paris 2000 [1990]), pp 288-9



'Eden' or 'l'Eden' designed by Joseph Fuchs and produced by 
Jules Desfossé, of 1861

Nouvel-Kammerer, French Scenic Wallpaper, pp 213-218



'Isola Bella' designed by Eugène Ehrmann & Georges Zipélius and 
produced by Zuber, of 1841-3: left side

Nouvel-Kammerer, French Scenic Wallpaper, p 194



'Isola Bella': complete

Nouvel-Kammerer, French Scenic Wallpaper, pp 194-5



Mills Cottage: Illustrated London News

fragment from the Illustrated London News, 19 July 1845, p 37, found 
under wallpaper in the central part of the Mills cottage, Port Fairy

Miles Lewis



Mills Cottage: rocaille paper & masonry paper in the passage, both 1850s
Miles Lewis



masonry paper 
printed on single 

sheets, c 1830, on a 
plank wall: Pickering 
Township Museum, 
Brougham Ontario, 

Canada

Dorothy Duncan, 'A Choice 
Assortment of Paper Hangings for 

Sale by the Subscribers', APT 
Bulletin, VII, 2 (1975), p 80



'Seafield', 16 Wishart Street, Port Fairy: masonry papers
Miles Lewis



Left: 'Harrisford', Parramatta, paper c 1860s, reproduced by Wilsons for Clive 
Lucas; right: paper by J M Bryde & Co, c 1895

Stapleton, Historic Interiors, p 74; Hoskins, The Papered Wall, p 255



'Black Rock House', passage paper
Miles Lewis



Black Rock House, room 6 paper fragment
Miles Lewis



French muslin 
[mousseline] paper 
of ten colours on a 
brown satin finish 

base, 1850s

Musée des Arts Décoratifs, 
Paris 



Black Rock House, room 4, sprigged paper below skirting
Miles Lewis



Black Rock House, 
room 4, sprigged 

paper below skirting: 
registration mark

Miles Lewis



Black Rock House, 
room 4, sprigged 

paper below skirting: 
registration mark

Miles Lewis

V = paper

date (day) cut off)

C = January

L = 1856

bundle number



'Black Rock 
House', dining 

room paper

Miles Lewis



Black Rock house dining room paper compared 
with an unattributed French  flock paper, c 1840-50

Bibliothèque Forney, Paris, pp 50 (1840-50



Papers by Victor Poterlet, 1845-50
Odile Nouvel, Wall-Papers of France. 1800-1850 (London 1981), p 55



'Black Rock House', ?nursery paper
Miles Lewis



‘Black Rock House’, detail of the death of Tom
Miles Lewis



'Mona Vale', Ross, 
Tasmania, by 

William Archer, 
1865-9: view

Miles Lewis



'Mona Vale', dado borders
Miles Lewis



'Mona Vale', classical frieze
Miles Lewis



Price Collection: acanthus and flower frieze
Miles Lewis



Price Collection: astragal & dentil frieze
Miles Lewis



Price Collection: uncut ceiling corners and borders
Miles Lewis



Price Collection: detail of ceiling corners
Miles Lewis



Price Collection: centre flower
Miles Lewis



Sanitary dado, 
filling and frieze, 
from a pattern 

book of Lightbown
& Aspinall, c 1892

Hoskins, The Papered Wall,
p 155



Invicta brand 
wallpaper at the 

homestead, 
Churchill Island, 

Victoria

Miles Lewis



Lignamur

Miles Lewis



French wallpaper in 
Louis XVI Cordoba 

leather manner

Marie-Brigitte Metteau et al 
[eds], Le Bon Motif (Paris 

2004), p 102, pl 2



room finished in Rottman Strome & Co's Japanese papers, 1884
Journal of Decorative Art, 1884



'Alicante' pattern of Rottman Strome, registered 1897
Hoskins, The Papered Wall, p 159



'Rippon Lea', Hotham Street, Elsternwick
wallpaper in passage to upper north side wc

surviving portion of wallpaper under glass in hall
Miles Lewis



Mynda, 5 Molesworth Street, Kew, by Lloyd Tayler, 1885
Rottman Strome dadoes in ?bathroom and bedroom

Miles Lewis



'Woodlands', western Victoria: Library dado
Miles Lewis



an imitation leather wallpaper from the Price collection
'Ontario' ['Labassa'], 2 Manor Grove, Caulfield, by J A B 

Koch, 1889, filler paper in the hall
Miles Lewis, Brian Hatfield



'Ontario‘
(‘Labassa’)

the hall

Hammond, 
Labassa, p 9



'Ontario‘
(‘Labassa’), 

embossed paper 
filler in the dining 

room

Brian Hatfield



Lincrusta
dado, filler 

& frieze

Journal of 
Decorative Art,
VI, 40 (March 
1884), p 476

wallpaper 
by 

Christopher 
Dresser

Cooper-Hewitt 
Museum, New 

York



detail of the previous Lincrusta filler
filler from the John D Rockefeller house, New York, 1880s

Hoskins, The Papered Wall, p 159



'Ontario' 
Lincrusta
dado in 
room 3

Brian Hatfield



'Ontario': Lincrusta dadoes in the hall and the dining room
Brian Hatfield



wallpaper from a sample book of 1910
Ian Evans, The Federation House: a Restoration Guide (Sydney 1986), p 118




